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LATEST NEWS FROM FARMING SECRETS
This next “Walk the Talk” is with Shane Joyce who takes us on a tour of his farm at Kilkivan.
Chapter 1 1st Steps On A New Farm
Shane says the biodynamic spraying rig is the heart of the farm. When Shane arrived on his
new farm in January 2014 the most important and powerful tool he had in my toolkit at that
time was the biodynamic preparations and biodynamic soil activator. He also established
fixed point photo sites for observation enabling him to measure the improvements on the
farm.
Q. How many fixed point photo sites do you have to measurement improvements?
L. One of the fixed point photo sites

Chapter 2 Grazing To Handle Giant Rat’s Tail
Shane talks about what he is doing with his grazing management to get better utilisation to drive the pasture through
to a better condition and to drive the soil forward to a better condition. He also found that it also gives him the
opportunity to deal with Giant Rat’s Tail, a declared noxious weed.
Q Do you graze to manage weeds and improve soil fertility?

Chapter 3 Breeding Cattle For A More Natural System
Shane states that it is a standard thing in the beef cattle industry in the dry
season to supplement with urea to help the animals digest indigestible grass.
Through selecting the angoni breed Shane avoids this explaining they come with
that mechanism in the metabolism. They can do it themselves. They can
produce the juice needed to digest really crap grass.
Q. Did you know that Joel Salatin selects his stock for performance and only buys bulls bred locally from at least 8
year old cows?
Above. Spotted angoni cattle. Breed from Africa.
Chapter 4 Establishing A Reliable Water System
Setting up the water system was a priority for Shane. Prior to purchasing the farm Shane ascertained that there was
a constant supply of water and set up an irrigation bore on the creek which runs off a solar pump that Shane
installed for providing water to his cattle.
Chapter 5 Syntropic Farming Here we meet Matthew Curtain who has
started the 1st of Shane’s syntropic farming beds. Shane is very excited with
this new phase of development on his farm
and envisages it playing a large role on his
farm. Syntropic farming originated in Brazil
where it has become a broad acre farm
system as it has so many merits.
Above: One of Shane’s 1st syntropic beds.
L. Shane with Matt
Chapter 6 Farming With The Broader Community For over 10 years now Shane been hosting 2 Steiner schools one from Brisbane and one from Noosa for what they call Farm Camp. He is proud to say that it is voted as their
favourite camp and gives urban kids a memorable experience of farm life. Shane is also a member of several groups
which provide work and accommodation for travellers creating farming with community.
Q: How are you involved with your community?

Join us when we talk to Shane Joyce
Monday 28th October at 12pm (Noon) – 1pm

TOPIC: Feed Budgeting
Followed by a Q&A with Shane
Above. Matt, Shane and Hugo in front of the phragmites

As you watch the Walk the Talk jot your questions down. If you can’t join the call you send them to us by
email or by phone and we’ll get them answered for you. Or wait until the day and type them in while we are
talking or ask Shane yourself. We will be using Easywebinar and you can register straight away.
Here is your link: https://farmingsecrets.easywebinar.live/registration-30
When: Monday 28th October at 12pm (Noon) – 1pm
.

Come and meet and hear Davo Davidson at ‘Replenish Our Planet Living Festival’
Reminder! Farming Secrets are speaking at ‘Replenish Our Planet Living Festival’ and joining us is Davo
Davidson – The Worm Guru! Also hear David Holmgren and Peter Andrews All day on Sat.Nov 16th 2019
at the Koroit Gardens.
More details: https://www.farmingsecrets.com/event/replenish-our-planet-living-festival/
There is LOTS happening and we do our best to put on our events calendar.
www.farmingsecrets.com/events/
Ecological Soil Management Course is going LIVE!
As part of your Farming Secrets Membership after 6 months you have Free Access to the 5 Module online
Ecological Soil Management Course prepared by Alan Broughton. The course does provide an excellent
foundation and an opportunity to test your knowledge as you proceed. It gives you the practical tools to
observe what’s working on your farm. At completion you are awarded a great certificate of achievement. It’s
fun, so do it! You can enrol online at the FS Club home site: https://club.farmingsecrets.com/
What Others Say About The Course
It is easier to work with nature as to work against it
The course so far is interesting and lets one look at it from another side, a change on your perspective.
I look forward to start and understand better why things occur/happen as they do - everything is made to be in
balance is quite logical now.
I can't wait to learn more about how to apply the principles in the practical environment making them applicable
to how we operate. As they said it is easier to work with nature as to work against it, which is a battle that you
will always lose.
The videos are nice especially when Alan explains practical subjects.
The quiz at the end makes you think a bit and I find it applicable.
Looking forward to the rest of the course where things will start to get a bit more in depth to learn how and why
the ecosystem, especially the soil functions as it does.
Carlo Grobler, Pretoria, South Africa

Until next time – yours in biodiversity,
Helen and Hugo

